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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The invention relates to a device for examining a tubular channel. The invention further relates to a corresponding method and system.

Background

[0002] In order to find and produce hydrocarbons e.g. petroleum oil or gas hydrocarbons such as paraffins, naphthenes, aromatics and asphaltics or gases such as methane, a well may be drilled in rock (or other) formations in the Earth.

[0003] After the well bore has been drilled in the earth formation, a well tubular may be introduced into the well. The well tubular covering the producing or injecting part of the earth formation is called the production liner. Tubulars used to ensure pressure and fluid integrity of the total well are called casing. Tubulars which bring the fluid in or from the earth formation are called tubing. The outside diameter of the liner is smaller than the inside diameter of the well bore covering the producing or injecting section of the well, providing thereby an annular space, or annulus, between the liner and the well bore, which consists of the earth formation. This annular space can be filled with cement preventing axial flow along the casing. However if fluids need to enter or leave the well, small holes will be made penetrating the wall of the casing and the cement in the annulus therewith allowing fluid and pressure communication between the earth formation and the well. The holes are called perforations. This design is known in the oil and natural gas industry as a cased hole completion.

[0004] An alternative way to allow fluid access from and to the earth formation can be made, a so-called open hole completion. This means that the well does not have an annulus filled with cement but still has a liner installed in the earth formation. The latter design is used to prevent the collapse of the bore hole. Yet another design is when the earth formation is deemed not to collapse with time, then the well does not have a casing covering the earth formation where fluids are produced from. When used in horizontal wells, an uncased reservoir section may be installed in the last drilled part of the well. The well designs discussed here can be applied to vertical, horizontal and/or deviated well trajectories.

[0005] To produce hydrocarbons from an oil or natural gas well, a method of water-flooding may be utilized. In water-flooding, wells may be drilled in a pattern which alternates between injector and producer wells. Water is injected into the injector wells, whereby oil in the production zone is displaced into the adjacent producer wells.

[0006] The water pressure required in order to push the oil into the producer wells must overcome the fluid friction losses in the earth formation between injector and producer and
must overcome the reservoir pressure minus the hydrostatic head of the injection fluid. The water pressure, possibly combined with a low water temperature e.g. in the order of 5 degrees C, can induce fractures in the rock of the reservoir formation. If a fracture extends from an injector well to a producer well, it may form a channel through which water may be conveyed directly from the injector well to the producer well therewith not pushing the oil or gas in front of the water to the oil or gas production well.

[0007] Water may also be conveyed through naturally occurring fractures in the earth formation and thereby not push the oil to the producing well.

[0008] Knowledge of the position of such water bearing fractures may in the prior art be determined by conveying a suite of petrophysical tools in the well to determine where water is located. This can be done in an open hole completion or after cementing a liner in the open hole.

[0009] However, cementing a liner in an open hole completion may be associated with a number of technical problems, such as for example: 1) the liner may run into an existing side track or a leg of a fishbone well; 2) cementation of the liner cannot be carried out due to losses; 3) the cementation causes fractures in the reservoir creating a connection to another well.

[0010] Conveying petrophysical tools into wells, especially horizontal wells is limited to the depth that can be reached with any means of conveyance suitable for particular well dimensions.

[0011] Thus, it may be advantageous to be able to identify such water bearing fractures without cementing a liner into the open hole completion and without having to convey petrophysical logging tools into horizontal wells by conventional means.

[0012] US 6,241,028 disclose a method and system for measuring data in a fluid transportation conduit, such as a well for the production of oil and/or gas. The system employs one or more miniature sensing devices which comprise sensing equipment that is contained in a preferably spherical nut-shell. However, horizontal wells need not be straight. Further, wells may contain obstructions such as wash-outs and/or well side tracks, e.g. in fishbone wells, which may prevent the above system from examining the entire well.

[0013] Thus, it may be advantageous to be able to examine wells comprising obstructions such as wash-outs and/or side tracks and/or to be able to examine non-straight horizontal wells.

[0014] Therefore, an object of the invention is to enable examination of wells containing obstructions such as wash-outs and/or side tracks and/or nonlinear well part in open hole completion parts of the well.

Summary
[0015] The object of the invention is achieved by a device for examining a tubular channel, the device comprising a three-way valve, buoyancy means, pressure means, a vent line, at least one sensor and computation means; wherein the three-way valve controls the fluid flow between the pressure means and the buoyancy means and between the buoyancy means and the vent line; the computation means is communicatively coupled to the at least one sensor and adapted to generate a control signal based on data received from the at least one sensor; and wherein the pressure means is fluidly coupled to the buoyancy means via the three-way valve such that a fluid may flow from the pressure means to the buoyancy means or from the buoyancy means to the surroundings of the device via the vent line; and wherein the computation means is communicatively coupled to the three-way valve and controls said three-way valve via the control signal.

[0016] Thereby, the device may be prevented from getting stuck in a wash-out, e.g. in the bottom of a tubular channel or in the top of a tubular channel because via the at least one sensor, the device is able to detect the wash-out and calculate a control signal indicating how much fluid the three way valve is to let into the buoyancy means. Thereby, the device is able to dive below or above the wash-out.

[0017] Further, the device may be prevented from navigating into a wrong tubular channel e.g. an unintended side track or leg of a fishbone well, by first detecting the tracks in front of the device and subsequently changing the buoyancy of the device accordingly.

[0018] Further embodiments and advantages of the invention are disclosed in the below detailed description and the claims.

Brief description of the drawings

[0019] The invention will now be described more fully below with reference to the drawings, in which

Figure 1 shows a sectional view of an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel comprising a first, a second and a third part.

Figure 1A shows a device pumped down into the tubular channel.

Figure 1B shows a device connected to an external communication unit.

Figure 2 shows the fishing neck of the device.

Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional view of the fishing neck of the device.

Figure 4 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel comprising buoyancy means.
Figure 5 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel comprising jet nozzle means.

Figure 6 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel comprising means for contracting the flexible member.

Figure 7 shows an enlargement of the first part of an embodiment of the device.

Figure 8 shows an embodiment of a device for examining a tubular channel comprising a front and a rear array of detectors.

Figure 9 shows an embodiment of a device for examining a tubular channel comprising a second high pressure cylinder.

Figure 10 shows an embodiment of a device for examining a tubular channel comprising a compass.

Figure 11 shows an embodiment of a device for examining a tubular channel comprising a clock.

Detailed description

[0020] Figure 1 shows a sectional view of an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel 199 comprising a first 101, a second 102 and a third 103 part. Below and above, a tubular channel may be exemplified by a borehole, a pipe, a fluid-filled conduit, and an oil-pipe.

[0021] The tubular channel 199 may contain a fluid. In the above and below, the fluid in the tubular channel may be exemplified by water, hydrocarbons, e.g. petroleum oil or gaseous hydrocarbons such as paraffins, naphthenes, aromatics, asphalts and/or methane or gases with longer hydrocarbon chains such as butane or propane or any mixture thereof.

[0022] In an embodiment as illustrated in figure 1A, the device 100 may for example be pumped down into the tubular channel 199 without any physical connection/link to the surface/entrance of the tubular channel 199. In such an embodiment, the device 100 may be powered by batteries or obtain it's power from the earth formation and/or the fluids in the well. Also hydrogen cells or combustion processes can be used to power the device. In the case of batteries, the batteries may be powered/charged by temperature differences of the surrounding via thermocouples and/or by a spinner driven by the fluid motion around the device 100 driving a dynamo being electrically coupled to the batteries. An external communication unit 102A, such as a computer communicatively coupled to an acoustic modem, situated in proximity to the entrance of the tubular channel 199 may communicate with the device 100 e.g. via the acoustic modem.
[0023] In an alternative embodiment as illustrated in figure 1B, the device 100 may be connected via e.g. a wire 101B to an external communication unit 102A, such as a computer, situated in proximity to the entrance of the tubular channel 199. The external communication unit 102A may provide power to the device 100 via the wire which power could propel the device 100 down into tubular channel 199. Additionally or alternatively, the external communication unit 102A may communicate with the device 100 via the wire 101 B.

[0024] The device 100 may comprise a first part 101, a second part 102 and a third part 103.

[0025] The three parts 101, 102 and 103 may e.g. be cast or moulded in plastic or aluminium or any other material or combinations thereof suitable of sustaining high pressure, which in high pressure wells can go up to 2000 bar, and temperatures ranging from e.g. 40 degrees C at shallow depth to 200 degrees C and beyond in the case of a high temperature well.

[0026] The first part 101 may, for example, contain a cylindrical part 104 and a semi-spherical cap part 105. The first part 101 may further contain a number of sensors.

[0027] For example, the first part may contain a number of ultrasonic sensors V, e.g. 4 ultrasonic sensors, for determining the relative fluid velocity around the first part 101. An ultrasonic sensor may be represented by a transducer. The ultrasonic sensors V may be contained within the first part 101, e.g. within the cylindrical part 104. The ultrasonic sensors V may provide data representing a fluid velocity.

[0028] Additionally, the first part 101 may, for example, include a number of ultrasonic distance sensors D, e.g. 13 ultrasonic distance sensors. The number of ultrasonic distance sensors may provide data representing a distance to e.g. the surrounding tubular channel 199. The ultrasonic distance sensors may be contained within the first part 101. For example, 10 ultrasonic distance sensors may be contained in the cylindrical part 104 of the first part 101, e.g. in a circumference of the cylindrical part 104 and thereby providing data representing a distance between the cylindrical part 104 and the surrounding tubular channel 199, and 3 ultrasonic distance sensors may be contained in the semi-spherical cap part 105, e.g. in the front of the semi-spherical cap part 105 providing data representing a distance between the semi-spherical cap-part and e.g. potential obstacles such as cave-ins/wash-outs in front of the device 100.

[0029] The ultrasonic sensors and ultrasonic distance sensors of the first part may be probing the fluid surrounding the device 100 and the tubular channel 199 through e.g. glass windows such that the sensors are protected against the fluid flowing in the tubular channel 199.

[0030] The first part may additionally comprise a pressure sensor P. The pressure sensor P may be contained in the semi-spherical cap part 105. The pressure sensor P may provide data representing a pressure of a fluid surrounding the device 100.
[0031] Further, the first part may contain an ohmmeter R for measuring the resistivity of the fluid surrounding the device 100. The ohmmeter may be contained in the semi-spherical cap part 105. The ohmmeter may provide data representing resistivity of the fluid surrounding the device 100.

[0032] Further, the first part may contain a temperature sensor T for measuring the temperature of the fluid surrounding the device 100. The temperature sensor T may be contained in the semi-spherical cap part 105. The temperature sensor T may provide data representing a temperature of the fluid surrounding the device 100.

[0033] The first part may additionally comprise a position-determining unit 107 providing data representing the position of the first part 101, and thus enabling position tagging of the data from the abovementioned sensors. The position tagging may, for example, be performed with respect to e.g. the entrance of the tubular channel 199.

[0034] In an embodiment, the position-determining unit 107 may comprise gyroscopes Gyro and a compass Compass and accelerometers G-forces and a tiltmeter (inclinometer) Tilt meter.

[0035] The device 100 may further comprise a programmable logic controller (PLC) 180 e.g. contained in the first 101 or in the third part 103. One or more of the above sensors, i.e. the ultrasonic sensors V, the ultrasonic distance sensors D, the pressure sensor P, the ohmmeter R, the temperature sensor T, and the position-determining unit 107, may be connected to the PLC e.g. via a wire and an analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter and a multiplexer 109. For example, the PLC may be connected via respective wires and the analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter and a multiplexer 109 to the ultrasonic sensors V, the ultrasonic distance sensors D, and the position-determining unit 107. Via a number of data input from the sensors, the PLC is able to determine the surroundings and position of the device 100 and to calculate a control signal representing how the device 100 is to be steered. Thus, the PLC 180 may determine how to navigate through the tubular channel 199 via one or more of the steering mechanisms disclosed below i.e. in figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 and associated text. For example, the PLC 180 may be communicatively coupled, e.g. via electric wires, to each of the steering mechanisms, and the PLC 180 may control the steering mechanisms via the control signal.

[0036] The second part 102 may comprise a two-piece bar ("fishing neck") 202 and 203 connected via a ball joint 201 as seen in figure 2. The two-piece bar 202, 203 may have a cylindrical cross-section and may be hollow. Further, the two-piece bar 202, 203 may connect the first part 101 to the third part 103 via the ball joint 201. As illustrated in the figure, a first part 202 of the two-piece bar 202, 203 may be connected to the first part 101 of the device 100 and a second part 203 of the two-piece bar 202, 203 may be connected to the third part 103 of the device 100.

[0037] One of the two-piece bar parts, e.g. the second part 203, may contain a bar 204 physically connected at one end 207 to the ball joint 201 e.g. via glue, weld joint or the like. The other end 208 of the bar may be connected to a first end 209 of a spring 205. The other end 210 of the spring 205 may be physically connected to a side 206 of the second
part 102 of the device 100 e.g. the side also connected to the second part 203 of the two-piece bar. The force exerted by the spring on the side 206 and the other end 208 of the bar 204 is of such a magnitude as to keep the device 100 i.e. the first part 202 and the second part 203 of the two-piece bar, in a straight line (e.g. 180 degrees +/- 1 degree between the first part and the second part of the two-piece bar) via the ball-joint 201 when none of the cylinders disclosed below are activated.

[0038] A cross-sectional view along the line A-A in figure 2 is shown in figure 3. Figure 3 illustrates three cylinders 301. The cylinders 301 may e.g. be hydraulic or mechanical or a combination of hydraulic and mechanical cylinders (for example, a first cylinder may be mechanical and a second and a third cylinder may be hydraulic).

[0039] Each cylinder may comprise a cylinder barrel 302 and a piston 303. The cylinder barrels 302 may be connected to the inner wall of the second part 203 of the two-piece bar. The connection may be performed e.g. by a weld joint or a screw or glue or the like. The pistons 303 may be connected to the other end of the bar 208 e.g. by weld joints, glue, screws or the like.

[0040] The barrels 302 of the cylinders 301 may e.g. be placed at a 120 degree separation along the circumference of the inner wall of the second part 203 of the two-piece bar.

[0041] In order to steer the device 100, one or more of the cylinders may be activated in order to displace the bar 204 from the equilibrium position determined by the spring 205. The cylinders 301 may be able to displace the bar 204 in any position. In figure 3, for example, the top cylinder 301 has been activated and displaced the bar 204 from its spring determined equilibrium position determined by the intersection of the two lines X and Y. Thereby, the straight line between the first part 202 and the second part 203 of the two-piece bar is changed e.g. to 135 degrees +/- 1 degree whereby the device 100 longitudinal axis is bend around the ball joint 201.

[0042] If the three cylinders are hydraulic, then the spring 205 may be replaced by springs in the cylinders such that when the cylinders are un-activated, the spring forces of the springs in the cylinders are of such a magnitude as to keep the device 100 i.e. the first part 202 and the second part 203 of the two-piece bar, in a straight line. The springs are located in the cylinders pushing on the pistons e.g. between the pistons 303 and the bar 204.

[0043] In an embodiment, the springs between the pistons 303 and the bar 204 may be push springs.

[0044] The bar 204 and the ball joint 201 may be hollow such as to, for example, allow passage of an electric wire from the first part 101 to the third part 103 via the two-piece bar and the ball-joint 201 and the bar 204. Additionally, the bar 204 and the ball joint 201 may allow passage of a tube e.g. a high pressure tube.

[0045] Thus, the device 100 may be steered by controlling the cylinders 301 and thereby the fishing-neck of the device 100.
[0046] In an embodiment, data from one or more of the sensors in the first part 101 may be transmitted to the third part 103 via an electric wire from the first part 101 to the third part 103 via the ball joint 201 and the bar 204.

[0047] In an embodiment, the high pressure cylinder 407 of figure 4 may be in fluid communication with the three hydraulic cylinders of figure 2 e.g. via high pressure tubes and respective valves and chokes (to provide more accuracy to the fluid flow by limiting the volume per unit time). Thereby, the three hydraulic cylinders 301 may be powered by the high pressure cylinder 407. The amount of second fluid transferred from the high pressure cylinder 407 to the cylinders 301 may be controlled by the PLC 180 via the control signal by controlling the valves.

[0048] In the above and below, the second fluid contained in the high-pressure cylinder 407 may be chosen from the group of fluids which are known for their expansion when the pressure drops. The most effective fluids are therefore gaseous. For example Nitrogen or Helium or hydrocarbon gas or CO2 could be used as the second fluid with which the cylinder 407 is filled.

[0049] In an alternative embodiment, the three cylinders may be mechanical cylinders being controlled and driven by motors which in turn are powered by e.g. batteries or any other alternative energy source.

[0050] Alternatively, in the embodiment where the device is connected via a wire to an external communication unit 102A positioned in proximity of the entrance providing power to the device 100 via the wire, the three cylinders may be powered via the wire.

[0051] The third part 103 of the device 100 may comprise communication means 108 such as an acoustic modem enabling communication between the device 100 and the surface, e.g. the external communication unit 102A positioned in the proximity to the tubular channel 199 entrance. For example, the device 100 may transmit data from one or more of the sensors to the external communication unit 102A via the communication means 108.

[0052] In an embodiment, repeaters may be utilized in connection with the acoustic modem. A repeater may pick up a signal from the acoustic modem of the device 100 (or from another repeater) and amplify the received signal to its original strength. Thereby, the distance over which the device may communicate with the external communication unit 102A may be increased. The repeaters may, for example, be pumped down the tubular channel 199 e.g. when/if the signal received from the communication 108 means of the device 100 drops below a threshold value e.g. 10dBm.

[0053] Alternatively or additionally, the communication means 108 may comprise a number of radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags e.g. 100 RFID tags. The RFID tags may be released from the device 100 at a regular time interval e.g. one RFID tag every 2 minutes, and before release, a RFID tag would be imprinted with the data recorded by the sensors at the position of its release. When the device 100 has travelled a required distance e.g. to the end of the tubular channel 199, the RFID tags may be brought up and recovered at the entrance of the tubular channel 199, e.g. at the surface of the well, during
fluid production. At the surface of the well, the RFID tags may be read out. Other microchips which can contain data like the memory components in a USB stick can also be used. The requirement for obtaining the data is that the well has to be produced such that the RFID or other memory devices, such as memory chips, will be brought to surface.

[0054] In an embodiment, the RFID tags may be comprised in the device 100 e.g. in the third part 103 and the RFID tags may be released from the device 100 e.g. via a tube in the rear end of the third part 103 i.e. the end facing away from the second part 102. Via a controlled detonation performed by detonation means in fluid communication with the tube, a RFID tag may be released at certain intervals controlled by the PLC 180. For example, the PLC 180 may control the detonation means

[0055] In an embodiment, the communication means 108 may further be adapted to receive acoustic signals from the entrance of the tubular channel thereby enabling a two-way communication between the external communication means 102A comprising an acoustic modem and being positioned in proximity to the tubular channel 199 entrance and the device 100. Thereby, the device 100 may for example receive control data from the external communication unit 102A via the communication means 108.

[0056] The third part may additionally comprise a valve controller 106 for controlling a number of valves as disclosed below.

[0057] Further, the third part 103 may comprise a analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter and a multiplexer 109. The A/D converter and multiplexer may receive analogue data, e.g. from one or more sensors in the first part 101, via an electric wire and process the analogue data into digital data which, for example, may be transmitted to the surface of the well via the communication means 108 and/or via a wire 101 B and/or the data may be processed by the PLC 180.

[0058] The device 100 may further comprise a flexible member 109. For example, the flexible member may comprise arms 110 made of titanium and a texture 111 made of aramid. The flexible member 109 may have a semi-spherical shape as indicated in figure 1 and the device 100 may, for example, be able to adjust the maximal outer diameter of the semi-spherical shape between for example 3.5 inch (88,9mm) and 8.5 inch (215,9mm). The outer diameter is limited by the fact that the flexible member cannot expand further than the mentioned 8.5 inch because the flexible member has reached its maximum outer diameter. In a tubular channel with an inner diameter of below 8.5 inch, the outer diameter of the flexible member may be determined by the inner diameter of the tubular channel.

[0059] Thereby, the device is able to run through tubing and thus, the top completion of a well does not have to be removed (pulled of) in order to run the device into the well.

[0060] The flexible member 109 may e.g. be attached to the first part 101. For example, the first part 101 may comprise a cylindrical attachment part 112 to which the flexible member 109 may be attached e.g. via weld joints or a ball bearing. The projection of the flexible member on the second part 102 may be varied and it may depend on the outer diameter of the semi-spherical shape. If for example the flexible member 109 is fully expanded (maximal outer diameter) then the projection of the flexible member 109 onto
the second part 102 (i.e. the longitudinal axis of the device 100) is minimal. If for example
the flexible member 109 is fully collapsed (minimal outer diameter) then the projection of
the flexible member 109 onto the second part 102 is maximal. Alternatively or additionally,
the projection of the flexible member 109 onto the second part 102 may be varied by
altering the angle of the flexible member. Changing the angle of the flexible member will
cause an unbalanced push force on the flexible member versus the axis of the device this
will move the device away from the axis.

[0061] The flexible member 109 may, for example, be utilized in propelling the device 100
down the tubular channel 199. By applying a pressure on the entrance 198 side of the
tubular channel 199 may expand the flexible member 109 to its maximal size, whereby the
device 100 may be propelled down the tubular channel 199. If, for example, the device 100
encounters a cave-in (or a wash-out) in its path, the device 100 may change the maximal
outer diameter of the flexible member such as to enable passage of the device 100 past
the cave-in by adapting the outer diameter of the device 100 to the diameter of the cave-in.

[0062] Figure 4 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel
comprising buoyancy means 401. The device 100 of figure 4 may comprise the technical
features described under figures 1 and/or 2 and/or 3.

[0063] Further, the device of figure 4 may comprise buoyancy means 401 (e.g. float tanks
or hydrophones) in the first part 101 and in the third part 103. Each of the buoyancy means
401 may comprise a rubber bellow 402 contained in a titanium cylinder 403. The titanium
cylinders 403 prevent the rubber bellows 402 from bursting. The titanium cylinders 403
further comprise an in-/outlet 404 enabling fluid from the tubular channel 199 to enter or
exit. The in-/outlet 404 of the titanium cylinders may be covered with a permeable metal
membrane.

[0064] The first part 101 and the third part 103 may each further comprise a three-way
valve V1, V2. The three-way valve V1, V2 may be fluidly coupled to the respective rubber
bellow 402 e.g. via respective tubes 405. Further, the three-way valves V1, V2 may be
fluidly coupled to the fluid in the tubular channel via respective vent lines 406. Additionally,
each of the three-way valves V1, V2 may be fluidly coupled to a high pressure cylinder
407, e.g. situated in the second part 102 of the device 100, via respective tubes 408. The
high pressure cylinder 407 may contain a second fluid.

[0065] The three-way valves V1, V2 may be controlled by the valve controller 106 which
may be communicatively coupled to the three-way valves V1, V2 e.g. via an electric wire.
The valve controller 106 may, for example, receive control signals from the PLC ordering
the valve controller 106 to increase and/or decrease buoyancy of the buoyancy means 401
according to the calculation results obtained by the PLC. The PLC may be
communicatively coupled to the valve controller 106 e.g. via an electric wire.

[0066] Using the high pressure cylinder 407 and the three-way valves 406 and the
buoyancy means 401, the device 100 is able to control its buoyancy.

[0067] For example, in the event that the rubber bellows 402 are filled with the second
fluid e.g. N2 and the buoyancy is to be decreased i.e. the device 100 has to dive, then the
three-way valve V1, V2 is opened between the rubber bellow 402 and the N2 vent line 406, whereby fluid from the tubular channel 199 may enter the titanium cylinder 403 via the permeable metal membrane 404 and simultaneously, the second fluid may flow out of the rubber bellow 402 through the N2 vent line 406 due to the elastic pressure exerted by the rubber bellow 402 on the second fluid. When the buoyancy of the device has been decreased sufficiently, e.g. determined by one or more of the sensors and the PLC 108, the three-way valve 406 is set in a closed position by receiving a control signal from the PLC 180.

[0068] Subsequently, if the buoyancy of the device 100 is to be increased i.e. the device 100 has to be raised, then the three-way valve V1, V2 is opened between the rubber bellow 402 and the high pressure cylinder 407, whereby the second fluid of the high pressure cylinder 407, e.g. N2, is pressed into the rubber bellow 402. Thereby, the rubber bellow 402 expands and thus displaces the fluid, e.g. fluid from the tubular channel, present in the titanium cylinder 403 via the permeable metal membrane 404. When the buoyancy of the device has been increased sufficiently, e.g. determined by one or more of the sensors and the PLC 108, the three-way valve 406 is set in a closed position by receiving a control signal from the PLC 180.

[0069] In an embodiment, a spinner/impeller may be attached to the permeable metal membrane 404 or placed inside the permeable metal membrane such that the spinner is spun when the fluid from the tubular channel 199 flows in or out via the permeable metal membrane 404. Thereby, the spinner is able to act as a dynamo and if the device 100 is powered by batteries, the spinner may be electrically coupled, e.g. via an electric wire, to the batteries of the device 100, and thereby the batteries may be recharged by the spinner.

[0070] In an embodiment, the three-way valves V1, V2 may be equipped with a flow restriction in order to limit the flow volume per unit time to thereby allow a certain accuracy of the three-way valves.

[0071] Thus, the device 100 may be steered by controlling its buoyancy using the high pressure cylinder 407, a three-way valve V1, V2, and the buoyancy means 401. The buoyancy of the device 100 may be controlled by the PLC 180 receiving data from the sensors and transmitting a control signal to the three-way valves V1, V2. Alternatively, the buoyancy of the device 100 may be controlled by the external communication unit 102A receiving data from the sensors and transmitting a control signal to the three-way valves V1, V2.

[0072] In an embodiment, the buoyancy means 401 may be used to e.g. steer the first part 101 up or down with respect to the ball joint 201 e.g. by increasing the buoyancy of the buoyancy means 401 in the first part 101, e.g. by pumping the second fluid from the high pressure cylinder 407, e.g. N2, into the rubber bellow 402 of the first part 101 thereby displacing fluid from the titanium cylinder 403 to the tubular channel, and/or decreasing the buoyancy of the buoyancy means 401 in the third part 103, e.g. by displacing the second fluid from the rubber bellow 402 with fluid from the tubular channel 199 in the titanium cylinder 403 of the third part 103, as disclosed above.
[0073] Figure 5 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel comprising jet nozzle means. The device 100 of figure 5 may comprise the technical features described under figures 1 and/or 2 and/or 3 and/or 4.

[0074] Further, the device of figure 5 may comprise jet nozzle means 501 in the first part 101 and in the third part 103.

[0075] Each of the jet nozzle means 501 may comprise a number of nozzles 502, e.g. 5 nozzles, through which a jet of second fluid may be thrust. Additionally, the jet nozzle means 501 may comprise a valve array 503. The valve array 503 may be fluidly coupled to the high pressure cylinder 407 via e.g. respective high pressure tubes 504. Additionally, the valve array 503 may be fluidly coupled to each of the nozzles via respective high pressure tubes 505.

[0076] The nozzles 502 may be placed in the rear of the third part 103 and in the front of the first part 101 as seen in figure 5. Further, the nozzles may be in fluid communication with the fluid in the tubular channel 199 thereby enabling each nozzle to eject the second fluid, e.g. a high pressure fluid, from the high pressure cylinder 407 when enabled to do so via the valve array 502. The valve array 503 may be communicatively coupled to the PLC 180 e.g. via electric wires, such that the valve array 503 may be controlled by the PLC 180 e.g. based on sensor data treated by the PLC 180.

[0077] If, for example, the device 100 is to move straight forward, the valve array 501 may open a valve between the high pressure cylinder 407 and the centre nozzle 502 in the valve array 503 of the third part 103 thereby establishing a fluid coupling between the high pressure cylinder 407 and the centre nozzle 502. Thus, the second fluid may be trust from the high pressure cylinder 407 via the centre nozzle 502 straight backwards into the fluid of the tubular channel 199. Therefore, the device 100 will move in the opposite direction of the thrust second fluid due to conservation of momentum i.e. straight forwards.

[0078] If, for example, the device 100 is to move backwards and downwards, the valve array 501 may open a valve between the high pressure cylinder 407 and the top nozzle 502 in the first part 101 thereby establishing a fluid coupling between the high pressure cylinder 407 and the top nozzle 502. Thus, the second fluid may be trust from the high pressure cylinder 407 via the top nozzle 502 upwards and forwards into the fluid of the tubular channel 199. Therefore, the device 100 will move in the opposite direction of the thrust the second fluid due to conservation of momentum i.e. downwards and backwards.

[0079] Thus, the device 100 may be steered using the nozzles 502, the valve array 501 and the high pressure cylinder 407. The second fluid ejected from the nozzles of the device 100 may be controlled by the PLC 180 receiving data from the sensors and transmitting a control signal to the valve array 503 controlling the valve fluidly coupled to the nozzle(s) from which the second fluid is to be ejected. Alternatively, the second fluid ejected from the nozzles of the device 100 may be controlled by the external communication unit 102A receiving data from the sensors and transmitting a control signal to the valve array 503.
[0080] Figure 6 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel comprising means for contracting the flexible member. The device 100 of figure 6 may comprise the technical features described under figures 1 and/or 2 and/or 3 and/or 4 and/or 5.

[0081] Further, the device 100 of figure 6 may, in the first part 101, comprise a disc 601, e.g. positioned in the cylindrical attachment part 112, to which disc 601 the arms 110 of the flexible member 109 may be in physical contact. Further, the arms 110 may be attached to the cylindrical attachment part 112 via ball bearing 602 or the like enabling the flexible arms 110 to rotate around the ball bearing 602. Thereby, by translating the disc 601 to the right of figure 6, the arms 110 may be collapsed and by translating the disc 601 to the left of figure 6, the arms may expand e.g. due to fluid pressure in the tubular channel 199. Further, the first part 101 may comprise a spring 603, a second rotating bar 604 and an electro-magnet 605 further described under figure 7.

[0082] Figure 7 shows an enlargement of the first part 101 of the device 100 of figure 6. Figure 7 A) is a side view of the first part 101 and figure 7 B) is a front view. The first part comprises the ball bearings 602, the arms 110, the disc 601, the electro-magnet 605, the spring 603 and the second rotating bar 604. Additionally, the first part comprises a pin 701 attached at one end to the disc 601. The pin is further connected to the spring 603 which may be a pull spring. The spring 603 pulls the pin 701 attached to the disc 601 to the right of figure 7. Thereby, the other end of pin 701 pushes on a plate 702. The plate 702 is held in place in one end by a second plate 703 and in the other end by the rotating bar 604. The second plate 703 is held in place by the electro-magnet 605 and one end to a first rotating bar 704 and the other end is holding the first end of the plate 702. Thus, when power to the electro-magnet 605 is terminated, the electro-magnet 605 releases the second plate 703 which rotates around the first rotating bar 704. Thereby, the first end of the plate 702 is released and the plate 702 rotates around the second rotating bar 604 allowing the pin 701 to move to the right of figure 7, whereby the disc 601 is moved to the right thus exerting a force on the arms 110. Thereby, the arms 110 and thus also the texture 111 are collapsed.

[0083] With the above design, the force required to hold the pin 701 in position is small, e.g. in the order of half a newton.

[0084] By being able to decrease the outer diameter of the device 100 via the flexible member 109, the device 100 may adjust its outer diameter according to obstructions in the tubular channel 199. Further, should the device 100 become stuck in a tubular channel 199, e.g. due to a wash-out or the like, the device is able to collapse the flexible member 109 via the means for contracting the flexible member disclosed with respect to figure 6 and figure 7. In an embodiment, the PLC 180 may be communicatively coupled to the electro-magnet 605. By transmitting a control signal to the electro-magnet 605, the PLC 180 may control the electro-magnet 605 e.g. in the event where the device 100 velocity is zero m/s for a given period e.g. one minute. When receiving the control signal, the electro-magnet may be turned off and thereby collapsing the flexible member as disclosed above.

[0085] In an embodiment, the electro-magnet 605 may be replaced by an acid soluble
member and the pin 701 may be released by providing contact between the acid soluble member 605 and the plate 703. Thereby, the plate 703 may be etched through whereby the first end of the plate 702 is released and the plate 702 rotates around the second rotating bar 604 allowing the pin 701 to move to the right of figure 7, whereby the disc 601 is moved to the right thus exerting a force on the arms 110. Thereby, the arms 110 and thus also the texture 111 are collapsed.

[0086] In an embodiment, the device 100 may comprise a mechanical arm which may be used to push the device 100 from a tubular channel 199 wall opposite the direction the device 100 wants to move in.

[0087] As an example, the device 100 may be heading towards a wall of the tubular channel 199. The ultrasonic distance sensors transmit data to the PLC which determines that in order to avoid the wall, the upper front nozzle should eject the second fluid. Subsequently, the PLC 180 transmits a control signal indicating how much and/or how long the valve in the valve array 503 controlling the upper front nozzle should open to the valve array 503. When the valve array 503 receives the control signal, the valve fluidly coupled to the upper front nozzle is opened and a jet of second fluid is ejected from the nozzle.

[0088] Further, as an example, the device 100 may be heading towards a leg of a fishbone well. The ultrasonic distance sensors transmit data to the PLC which determines that in order to avoid the leg of the fishbone well, the buoyancy of the device 100 should be increased. Subsequently, the PLC 180 transmits a control signal indicating how much and/or how long the valves V1, V2 controlling the fluid coupling between the rubber bellows 402 and the high pressure cylinder 407 should open. When the valves V1, V2 receive the control signal, the valves open according to the control signal and the second fluid from the high pressure cylinder 407 enters the rubber bellows 402 thereby increasing the buoyancy of the device 100.

[0089] In an embodiment, the device 100 may be pumped down via the flexible member 109, as disclosed above, a certain length of the tubular channel 199, e.g. the cased part of the tubular channel 199, and from thereof, i.e. in the open hole completion part of the well, the device may propel itself via the nozzles 502, as disclosed above.

[0090] In an embodiment, the device 100 may be lowered a certain distance into of the tubular channel 199 by gravity, e.g. until the angle between the tubular channel 199 and vertical exceeds 60 degrees in which the gravitational force in most cases is not high enough to overcome the friction between the fluid and the device 100. From this point of, the device 100 may propel itself via one or more of the above disclosed means e.g. the jet nozzle means 501 and/or the flexible member 109.

[0091] In an embodiment, the device 100 may be connected to a tractor which may move a distance into the tubular channel 199, e.g. to an area of interest of a user of the device 100, and subsequently, the device 100 may be released from the tractor in order to propel itself via one or more of the above disclosed means e.g. the jet nozzle means 501 and/or the flexible member 109.
[0092] In an embodiment, the device 100 may be connected to a drilling assembly via a wire. The drilling assembly may be positioned in proximity to the external communication unit 102A (e.g. containing the external communication unit 102A) at the surface of the tubular channel 199. Alternatively, the drilling assembly may be positioned in the tubular channel 199.

[0093] Figure 8 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel comprising a front F and a rear R array of detectors. The device 100 of figure 8 may comprise the technical features described under figures 1 and/or 2 and/or 3 and/or 4 and/or 5 and/or 6 and/or 7.

[0094] In an embodiment of figure 8, each of the front and rear arrays of detectors comprise a number of ultrasonic distance sensors.

[0095] The front array of ultrasonic distance sensors F may, for example, comprise the number of ultrasonic distance sensors D contained in the cylindrical part 104 of the first part 101, e.g. in the circumference of the cylindrical part 104 and thereby providing data representing a distance between the cylindrical part 104 and the surrounding tubular channel 199 as disclosed in relation to figure 1. For example, the number of ultrasonic distance sensors D may be 10.

[0096] The rear array R of ultrasonic distance sensors 801 may comprise a number of ultrasonic distance sensors 801, e.g. 10 ultrasonic distance sensors. The number of ultrasonic distance sensors 801 may provide data representing a distance to e.g. the surrounding tubular channel 199. The ultrasonic distance sensors 801 may be contained within the third part 103. For example, the 10 ultrasonic distance sensors 801 may be contained in a cylindrical part of the third part 103, e.g. in a circumference of the cylindrical part and thereby providing data representing a distance between the cylindrical part and the surrounding tubular channel 199.

[0097] The distance between the front F and rear R arrays of ultrasonic distance sensors is known and may, for example be XY mm e.g. 300 mm.

[0098] As the device 100 travels in the tubular channel, the front array and the rear array of ultrasonic distance sensors records respective values of the tubular channel. For example, the front and rear array may determine the diameter of the tubular channel.

[0099] The front and rear arrays of ultrasonic sensors may be connected to the PLC e.g. via a wire and an analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter and a multiplexer 109.

[0100] Further, when the PLC has received a measurement of a diameter of the tubular channel from the front array, it may start a timer such as a clock or the like. When the PLC receives an identical or substantially identical measurement (e.g. 9 out of 10 ultrasonic sensors in the rear array measures similar values as the sensors in the front array), the PLC determines a time-interval between the reception of the front array measurement and the rear array measurement. Based on the distance between the front and rear arrays and
the time-interval, the PLC is able to determine a velocity of the device 100 in the tubular channel.

[0101] In an embodiment of figure 8, each of the front and rear arrays of detectors comprise a number of image sensors. Additionally, the device may comprise a light emitting diode in proximity to each of the image sensors.

[0102] The distance between the front F and rear R arrays of image sensors is known and may, for example be XY mm e.g. 300 mm.

[0103] For example, the front array may transmit a recorded image to the PLC. The PLC may perform at least one image processing e.g. geometric hashing to determine at least one parameter representative of the image.

[0104] Subsequently, the PLC may perform similar image processing on images received from the rear array, and when a match is found between an image from the front array and an image from the rear array, a time-interval between reception of the two images is determined and based on the distance between the front and rear arrays and the time-interval, the PLC is able to determine a velocity of the device 100 in the tubular channel.

[0105] In an embodiment, the device 100 may comprise a pitot tube enabling a precise determination of fluid velocity relative to the device 100.

[0106] Figure 9 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel comprising a second high pressure cylinder 901. The device 100 of figure 9 may comprise the technical features described under figures 1 and/or 2 and/or 3 and/or 4 and/or 5 and/or 6 and/or 7 and/or 8.

[0107] The high pressure cylinder 901 may contain a gas such as for example nitrogen or the like. Further, the device 100 may be hermetically sealed. Further, the device 100 may be hollow. Additionally further, the second high pressure cylinder may be communicatively coupled to the PLC such that the PLC may control the second high pressure cylinder 901.

[0108] The device may further comprise a second pressure sensor 902 communicatively coupled to the PLC.

[0109] An external pressure measured by the pressure sensors P and an internal pressure measured by the pressure sensor 902 may be transmitted to the PLC. Based on the difference between the measured pressures, the PLC may control the second high pressure cylinder 901 to emit gas to thereby increase the internal pressure and thus in order to reduce the difference between the measured pressures. In an embodiment, the PLC controls the second high pressure cylinder 901 to emit gas to equalize or substantially equalize (e.g. internal pressure is within 5% of the external pressure) the internal pressure and the external pressure.

[0110] By equalizing or substantially equalizing the internal and external pressures enables the walls of the device to be thin and light weight because they are not subjected to a large pressure differential.
[0111] Figure 10 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel comprising a compass 1001. The device 100 of figure 10 may comprise the technical features described under figures 1 and/or 2 and/or 3 and/or 4 and/or 5 and/or 6 and/or 7 and/or 8 and/or 9.

[0112] The device 100 may comprise a compass 1001 positioned in the front of the device 100 e.g. in the semi-spherical cap part 105 of the first part 101 as illustrated in figure 1. The compass may be communicatively coupled e.g. via an electric wire or Bluetooth to the PLC and may enable detection of e.g. one or more small magnets 1003, 1004 placed in one or more structures contained in the tubular channel.

[0113] For example, the structure may be a patch 1002 placed by a tractor in order to prevent water leaking into a hydrocarbon producing well 1005. The patch 1002 may contain a first magnet 1003 e.g. aligned such that the south (S) pole of the magnet is pointing radially into the well and positioned such as to demark the beginning of the patch seen from the entrance of the well. The patch may contain a second magnet 1004 e.g. aligned such that the north (N) pole of the magnet is pointing radially into the well and positioned such as to demark the end of the patch seen from the entrance of the well.

[0114] When the device 100 passes the beginning of the patch 1002, the compass 1001 will change its orientation due to the first magnet 1003 and indicate that the device 100 passes a magnetic element e.g. a part of a patch 1002. When the device 100 passes the end of the patch 1002, the compass 1001 will change its orientation due to the presence of the second magnet 1004 and indicate that the device 100 passes a magnetic element e.g. a part of a patch 1002.

[0115] In an embodiment, the patch may comprise a number of magnets, e.g. three magnets, in each end in order to be able to provide a specific signal for the beginning and end of the patch. For example, the three magnets placed in the beginning of the patch be aligned such that the south pole of the first magnet, the north pole of the second magnet and the south pole of the third magnet are pointing radially into the well 1005. Additionally, for example, the three magnets placed in the end of the patch 1005 may be aligned such that the north pole of the first magnet, the south pole of the second magnet and the north pole of the third magnet are pointing radially into the well 1005. Thereby, precise identification of the beginning and end of the patch 1005 is possible. Other combinations of number of magnets and alignment of the magnets is possible such as e.g. SSS-poles at the beginning and NNN-poles at the end of the patch.

[0116] In an embodiment, the PLC may utilize the information regarding patch beginning and end to e.g. control speed and position of the device 100 in the well.

[0117] Figure 11 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for examining a tubular channel comprising a clock 1101. The device 100 of figure 11 may comprise the technical features described under figures 1 and/or 2 and/or 3 and/or 4 and/or 5 and/or 6 and/or 7 and/or 8 and/or 9 and/or 10.

[0118] The device may comprise a clock 1101 e.g. contained in the PLC. Another clock
1102 may be contained in a wellhead 1103 positioned at the entrance to the tubular channel 199. Additionally, an ultrasonic transducer 1104 may be placed in the wellhead 1103.

[0119] The clock 1101 in the device 100 and the clock 1102 in the wellhead 1103 may be synchronized. Further, the ultrasonic transducer 1104 may be programmed to transmit an ultrasonic signal into the tubular channel 199 towards the device 100 at predetermined time-intervals e.g. 1 minute after the device 100 has left the wellhead, 2 minutes after, etc.

[0120] The device 100 may contain a log e.g. in the PLC including information on when the signals are transmitted into the tubular channel 199 by the ultrasonic transducer 1104. Further, the device 100 may determine the time-difference between the time of reception of a signal and the actual transmission time of the signal from the transducer 1104. Knowing the speed of sound in the fluid in which the device is currently moving, the PLC may determine the distance travelled by the device 100 at the time of reception of the signal from the transducer 1104 by multiplying the time-difference with the speed of sound in the fluid. For example, if the time difference between the time of transmission and time of reception of a signal is determined to be 5 seconds and the fluid is water in which the sound speed is approximately 1484m/s then the device has travelled approximately 7420 m in the tubular channel 199. The device 100 may transmit the distance travelled to the external communication unit 102A via the acoustic modem 108.

[0121] In an embodiment, the external communication unit 102A may calculate the velocity of the fluid leaving the well. For example, the external communication unit may know the frequency at which the device 100 transmits (via e.g. the acoustic modem 108) a signal representing the distance travelled by the device 100. Subsequently, the external communication unit 102A may determine the Doppler shift in the frequency of the signal received and from the Doppler shift the velocity of the fluid in which the signal from the device 100 is transmitted may be determined.

[0122] The foregoing descriptions of embodiments of the invention have been presented for the purpose of illustration and description only. They are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the forms disclosed. Accordingly, many modifications and variations will be apparent to the practitioners skilled in the art. Additionally, the above disclosure is not intended to limit the invention. The scope of the invention is defined by the appended claims.

[0123] In general, any of the technical features and/or embodiments described above and/or below may be combined into one embodiment. Alternatively or additionally any of the technical features and/or embodiments described above and/or below may be in separate embodiments. Alternatively or additionally any of the technical features and/or embodiments described above and/or below may be combined with any number of other technical features and/or embodiments described above and/or below to yield any number of embodiments.

[0124] In device claims enumerating several means, several of these means can be embodied by one and the same item of hardware. The mere fact that certain measures are
recited in mutually different dependent claims or described in different embodiments does not indicate that a combination of these measures cannot be used to advantage.

[0125] It should be emphasized that the term "comprises/comprising" when used in this specification is taken to specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps or components but does not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, components or groups thereof.
Patentkrav

1. Indretning (100) til undersøgelse af en rørformet kanal (199), hvor indrettningen omfatter:
   - opdriftsmidler (401),
   - mindst én sensor (V, D, 107, P, R, T) og
   - beregningsmiddel (180);
   kendetegnet ved, at indretningen yderligere omfatter: en trevejsventil (V2), trykmiddel (407) og en ventilersledning, hvor
   - trevejsventilens styrer fluidstrømmen mellem trykmidlet (407) og opdriftsmidlerne (401) og mellem opdriftsmidlerne (401) og ventilersledningen (406);
   - beregningsmiddlet (180) er kommunikativt koblet til den mindst én sensor (V, D, 107, P, R, T) og indrettet til at generere et styresignal på basis af data modtaget fra den mindst én sensor (V, D, 107, P, R, T); og
   - hvor trykmidlet (407) er fluidkoblet til opdriftsmidlerne (401) via trevejsventil (V2), således at en fluid kan strømme fra trykmidlet (407) til opdriftsmidlerne (401) eller fra opdriftsmidlerne (401) til omgivelserne af indretningen (100) via ventilersledningen (406); og
   - hvor beregningsmiddlet (180) is kommunikativt koblet til trevejsventilen (V2) og styrer trevejsventilen (V2) via styresignalet.

2. Indretning ifølge krav 1, hvor:
   - opdriftsmidlerne (401) er indeholdt i en første del (101) af indretningen (100);
   - trykmidlet (407) er indeholdt i en anden del (102) af indretningen (100);
   - andre opdriftsmidler (401) er indeholdt i en tredje del (103) af indretningen (100); og
   - hvor den første del og den tredje del er forbundet via den anden del, og hvor den anden del omfatter to hule stykker (202, 203), som er sammenføje-
de via et kugleled (201).

3. Indretning (100) ifølge krav 2, hvor et første af de to hule stykker omfatter en fjeder (205) og en kugle (204), og hvor den ene ende af stangen (207) er forbundet til kugleleddet (201), og en anden ende af stangen (208) er forbun-
det til fjederen (205), hvor fjederen (205) er indrettet til at holde de to hule stykker af den anden del (102) på en lige linje.
4. Indretning (100) ifølge krav 3, hvor det første af de hule stykker yderligere omfatter tre cylindere (301), der er anbragt vinkelret på stangen og dermed for at gøre det muligt at forskyde stangen fra den lige linje.

5. Indretning (100) ifølge et af kravene 2 til 4, hvor kugleleddet (201) og stangen er hule for således at tillade passage af en kommunikativ kobling og/eller en fluidkobling.

6. Indretning (100) ifølge et af kravene 1 til 5, hvor indretningen (100) yderligere omfatter en flerhed af fleksible arme (110) med den ene ende forbundet til omkredsen af indretningen (100) og en anden ende, der strækker sig radialt ud fra indretningen (100) ved en radius, der er større end radius af indretningen (100) og en maksimal udvendig diameter, der bestemmes af en tekst, der er strakt mellem de fleksible arme (110).

7. Indretning (100) ifølge krav 6, hvor indretningen (100) er indrettet til at begrense den anden ende af flerheden af fleksible arme (110) til en radius af tilnærmelsesvis den radius af indretningen, når der modtages et styresignal fra beregningsmidlet (180).

8. Indretning (100) ifølge et af kravene 1 til 7, hvor indretningen (100) yderligere omfatter en flerhed af dyser (502), der er fluidkoblet til trykmidlet (407), således at en trykfluid fra trykmidlet (407) kan udsendes via mindst en af flerheden af dyser (502).

9. Indretning (100) ifølge krav 8, hvor trykmidlet (407) er fluidkoblet til flerheden af dyser (502) via en ventilindretning (503).

10. Indretning (100) ifølge krav 9, hvor beregningsmidlet (180) styrer fluidkoblingen mellem trykmidlet (407) og flerheden af dyser (502) via styresignalet.

11. Indretning (100) ifølge et af kravene 1 til 10, hvor indretningen (100) yderligere omfatter kommunikationsmidler (108), der er kommunikativt koblet til
en udvendig kommunikationsenhed for at overføre data fra den mindst én sensor (V, D, 107, P, R, T) til den udvendige kommunikationsenhed.

12. Indretning (100) ifølge krav 6, hvor kommunikationsmidlerne (108) er yderligere indrettede til at modtage styresignalet fra den udvendige kommunikationsenhed for at styre indretningen (100) fra den udvendige kommunikationsenhed.

13. Indretning (100) ifølge et af kravene 1 til 12, hvor indretningen yderligere omfatter en første detektor og en anden detektor, og hvor den første og anden detektor er anbragt med fast indbyrdes afstand, hvor indretningen er indrettet til at bestemme en tidsforskell mellem modtagelse af et første signal fra den første detektor og et i det væsentlige identisk signal fra den anden detektor, og at bestemme hastigheden af indretningen som den faste afstand delt med tidsforskellen.


15. Indretning ifølge et af kravene 1 til 14, hvor indretningen omfatter et kompas, som gør det muligt at bestemme elementer, som indeholder magnetisk materiale, i den rørformede kanal.

16. Indretning ifølge et af kravene 1 til 14, hvor indretningen omfatter en første tryksensor til måling af et tryk inden i indretningen og en anden tryksensor til måling af trykket uden for indretningen, og et andet trykmiddle, som gør det muligt at pumpe gas ind i indretningen, hvor den første og anden tryksensor og det andet trykmiddle er kommunikativt koblet til beregningsmidlet, således at beregningsmidlet er i stand til at kompensere for en trykforskell mellem indvendigt i og uden for indretningen ved at pumpe gas ind i indretningen.
17. Fremgangsmåde til undersøgelse af en rørformet kanal (199) ved hjælp af en indretning (100), hvor fremgangsmåden omfatter:
- etablere en kommunicativ kobling mellem beregningsmidlet 180 og mindst én sensor (V, D, 107, P, R, T) og mellem beregningsmidlet (180) og en trevejsventil (V2);
- generere i beregningsmidlet (180) et styresignal på basis af data, som modtages fra den mindst én sensor (V, D, 107, P, R, T);
- fluidkoble trykmidlet (407) til opdriftsmidlerne (401) via trevejsventilen (V2), således at en fluid kan strømme fra trykmidlet (407) til opdriftsmidlerne (401) eller fra opdriftsmidlerne (401) til omgivelserne af indretningen (100) via ventileringsledningen (406); og
- styre trevejsventilen (V2) ved hjælp af beregningsmidlet (180) via styresignalet, således at fluidstrømmen mellem trykmidlet (407) og opdriftsmidlerne (401) og mellem opdriftsmidlerne (401) og ventileringsledningen (406) styres via trevejsventilen (V2).


19. System ifølge krav 14, hvor den rørformede kanal (199) er et borehul, som omfatter vand eller jordoliecarbonhydrier i flydende form.

20. System ifølge krav 14 eller krav 15, hvor indretningen (100) er forbundet til den rørformede kanal (199) eller en traktor eller en boreenhed.

21. System ifølge krav 16, hvor den rørformede kanal (199) er et rør eller en foring eller en coil tubing.

22. System ifølge krav 16, hvor indretningen (100) er forbundet til boreenheden via en ledning.

23. System ifølge et af kravene 14 - 18, hvor indretningen (100) drives på en wireline og pumpes ind i den rørformede kanal (199), eller hvor indretningen (100) sænkes ned i den rørformede kanal (199) med tyngdekraften.